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About This Game

Tank Universal creates a huge virtual 'Tron-like' world where you take part in immense 3D tank battles involving scores of units
both friendly and not so friendly in wide o 5d3b920ae0
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12/10 gave me the wierdest boner. My friend got this for me when it was $.49. I gave him much tanks.. Best Tron-like game
yet!. One of the best games I played in a long time.. Wow. This game surprised me. Very fun game & very unique in some
aspects, the game gives off a neat Tron like feel, if Tron was a complete warzone anyway. Story wise Tank Universal delivers,
I'm only a few hours into the main story but it's pretty fun, the only dissapointment is that they set it up that you're some old guy
using a simulation helmet. ruins a bit of immersion, but oh well! The actual story is pretty fun to play but so far I've realised
there's a lot of empty parts of the game where you're just driving endlessly to get to your next objective which can be a bit drab.
When you're actually in a battle though the game is very exciting to play, alongside a ranking up system with Steam
achievements to match your rank the game can make it feel rewarding to excel in combat. Overall? Great game but the level
design needs to be worked on, and there's a lack of a proper skirmish mode (Maybe you unlock it when you complete the
game?) -Also the music they have in the game. perfect, well suited to it's theme. 8/10 I would love to see these developers have
a kickstarter to make a much more advanced version of the game too.
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